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Abstract: With the wide use of the new generation of information technology in 

tourism, more and more people will inquire about scenic area before traveling. In order 

to facilitate people to formulate tourism strategies, a scenic spot recommendation 

system is designed and implemented. This system is divided into two roles: 

administrator and user. The main functions of administrator include user management, 

scenic area management, forum management, travel-route management, comment 

management. The main functions of users are to register and log in to the system, view 

scenic area information, view route information, view forums, publish forums, 

comments and replies. The SSM (Spring MVC + Spring + MyBatis) framework is used 

to implement the MVC (Model View Controller) architecture. Spring MVC is used to 

reduce the complex business logic between the front-end and back-end. The MyBatis 

framework is used to extract data from MySQL. The front-end framework is the 

Bootstrap component library which implements page layouts. Java annotation used in 

this system improves development efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the improvement of people's living standards, people have begun 

to choose tourism gradually to increase the fun of life and improve the understanding 

of national culture. With the increasing pressure of people's work and life, people have 

begun to choose tourism to relieve the pressure of work and life. With the development 

of new information technology, people begin to search for places they want to travel on 
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the Internet and make some travel strategies based on the experience of some 

netizens[1-2]. In order to let users to know real-time information about scenic area, 

this paper designs and implements a scenic area recommendation system. This system 

can update scenic area information in time, introduce tour routes, view some forums 

and comments about scenic area. It can not only help tourists to make travel strategies 

in advance, but also increase their experience. 

This paper studies the application of MVC technology in scenic area recommendation 

system. It studies how to use Java language to realize background data management 

and take data from MySQL in combination with MyBatis framework. It studies how to 

use the front-end framework Bootstrap component library to implement page layout. It 

Studies how to obtain JSON data through Axios to achieve dynamic binding of charts. 

 

2. System designment 

2.1 Functional module designment 

As shown in Figure 1, the system is divided into two roles: administrator and general 

user. The main functions of the administrator include user management, scenic area 

management, forum management, travel-route management, comment management, 

etc. The main functions of general users are to view scenic area information, view route 

information, view forums, publish forums, comments and replies.  
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Fig. 1 The function design module diagram 
 

2.2 System architecture designment 

This System architecture is to use the SSM framework, which mainly divides the 

background service into three layers, namely, the page control layer (UI), the business 

logic service layer (BLL) and the data access layer (DAL) [3]. These three layers call 

each other to form the entire background service. The server system architecture is 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 The system architecture diagram 
 

2.3 System security designment 

In order to ensure the safety of the system, the following aspects are mainly 

considered: 

(1) Alibaba cloud platform protection. The system is deployed on the Alibaba Cloud 

platform, making full use of the security protection measures on Alibaba Cloud, 

including security detection services, website security protection services, bastion 

machine cloud and other services, to quickly detect malicious acts, DDOS attacks, etc., 

and ensure the security of the platform. 

(2) Platform protection. The Web server and database server have set passwords of 

more than 20 bits, and at the same time, the passwords are updated regularly to 

ensure the security of the platform. 

(3)Database protection. To ensure the security of the database, the database user only 

authorizes the operation of the specified table, and the password length exceeds 20 

bits. The login password in the user table is encrypted and displayed in non-plaintext. 

At the same time, some confidential information is also encrypted. The security of the 

database is guaranteed, thus improving the overall security of the platform. 

(4)Security design of application system. To enter the platform, you must authenticate 

to ensure that unauthorized operations cannot be used through permission filters and 

permission related tables. In the development process, the problem of SQL injection 

was considered. Special characters were masked and could not be input into the 

system. 
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3. System Implementation 

The platform control layer is composed of system controller service distribution servlet, 

permission filter, log filter and various service controllers [4]. The permission filter 

determines whether a user has permission to operate the function by querying the 

function user group table. The user who is not logged in returns to the login interface, 

and the user who is not authorized gives a prompt. The log filter records the user's 

operations on the main functions. The service distribution Servlet accepts the user's 

request and forwards it to the corresponding service control class to process the user's 

request. The business controller executes business operations by calling the business 

layer and returns the view name. Spring MVC calls the corresponding JSP page 

according to the returned view name and returns it to the user. All business controllers 

are stored under the controller package, mainly divided into management type and list 

type controllers. The business layer is mainly composed of model classes, data 

operation classes and business classes, which are stored in the entity, DAO and 

services packages respectively to complete business logic operations. The business 

layer simplifies the addition, modification, deletion and query of the database through 

MyBatis, and realizes the automatic mapping of database records and Java objects [5]. 

The view layer is composed of Bootstrap, AJAX, JSP (Java Server Page), Spring MVC 

template library, and EL (Expression Language), which provides the page display 

function. 

After the administrator logs in successfully, the interface is shown in Figure 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3 The main page of administration 
The functions that the administrator can realize include user management, scenic spot 

management, forum management, line management and comment management. The 

precondition for the administrator to realize these functions is that the administrator 
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needs to log in to the system. 

The general user functions mainly include login, registration, viewing scenic area 

information, posting comments, viewing forums, etc. The index page of general users 

is shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4 The index page of general users 

 

The platform is deployed on Alibaba Cloud platform, which is not only low in 

maintenance cost, but also easy to expand. The platform makes full use of Alibaba 

cloud elastic technology. It is deployed on two elastic computing servers in the early 

stage. Load balancing technology can ensure the stability of the platform. In the later 

stage, elastic computing servers can be dynamically added according to the number of 

visits. The database is installed on the MySQL server and accessed through Alibaba 

cloud SDN. 

During the development process, JUnit is used for unit testing of each module. After 

the platform was completed, some cases are organized to conduct a black box test 

using the black box method. The test results show that the platform can be put into use. 

JMeter is a Java based automated performance testing tool [6]. The platform uses this 

tool to simulate 50 users' concurrent operating systems, and the running results are 

good, basically meeting multiple users' concurrent operation requests. 
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4. Conclusion 

This paper introduces the design and idea of scenic spot recommendation system. The 

system realizes the functions of users to view famous scenic spots, express their views 

on scenic spots, and administrators to manage scenic spot information management, 

route introduction, and forum communication. The development adopts SSM 

framework to realize MVC mode, simplify the development process and improve the 

development efficiency. The platform is deployed on the Alibaba Cloud platform, 

reducing maintenance costs. The number of servers can be dynamically adjusted 

according to usage. 
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